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Modeling of metals deforming by twinning requires 

reorienting the matrix into twin orientation. In twinning 

models like the Predominant Twin Reorientation scheme 

(PTR), a threshold volume fraction is defined with an 

empiric equation to reorient the parent grain into the 

dominant twin variant. This equation contains two 

parameters which are first investigated in the present study, 

showing their effect on simulated flow stress and twin 

volume fraction evolution. Magnesium, with a tension and a 

compression twinning modes, is taken as an example to 

compare the expected experimental behavior and the 

modeled behavior. Complex deformations such as strain path 

change and multiple twinning are modeled with the PTR, and 

simulated stress, twin volume fraction and texture are 

correlated with the expected behavior. The PTR shows a 

good agreement with experiments when the twin volume 

fraction corresponds to the fraction of grains reoriented into 

twins, but limited predictability when the twinned grains are 

not reoriented. 
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1. Introduction 

Twinning is an important deformation mode in HCP metals such as Magnesium, Zinc, Titanium, 

and Zirconium [1]. Twinning is a common deformation mechanism that reorients a part of the 
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lattice (i.e. the parent grain) into a new orientation (i.e. the twin). Several twinning modes can be 

activated, particularly at low temperature. To model the plastic deformation behavior, such as 

flow stress and texture evolution, crystal plasticity based models must take twinning into 

account. The EPSC [2] and VPSC [3] initial versions include the predominant twin reorientation 

(PTR) scheme [4], in which a grain that deformed by twinning can be reoriented into the 

orientation of its most activated twin variant, so that the number of orientations is kept constant. 

Crystal plasticity finite element models (CP-FEM) that take into account twinning have to use an 

approach similar to the PTR for each element [5–8]. 

In the PTR, two parameters, Ath1 and Ath2, regulate the twinning events in an equation. Note that 

reorientation could also be dictated by one equation using a single parameter [9]. The twinning-

detwinning (TDT) model [10] has been developed to take into account all the twin variants. In 

the TDT, the parent grain and all twin variants are represented by a grain with its own volume 

fraction and orientation. In both the PTR and the TDT, the twinning events are controlled by a 

threshold twin volume fraction. In the PTR, the threshold twin volume fraction controls the 

number of parent grains that can be reoriented into twin orientations at each deformation step, 

while in the TDT model, it prevents deformation by twinning in the parent grains. Although the 

TDT model allows much better texture predictions than the PTR [11], the TDT is not adapted to 

model multiple twinning events, such as double twinning {101̅1}-{101̅2} or secondary twinning 

{101̅2}-{101̅2} that may happen during strain path change [12]. 

In magnesium and its alloys, {101̅2} tension twinning is one of the main deformation mode, and 

its activation highly depends on the strain path. Generally, {101̅2} twinning is initiated by a 

tensile stress parallel to the lattice <c> axis (for example by tension along the normal direction 

(ND) of a rolled plate), or a compressive stress perpendicular to the <c> axis (for example by in-

plane compression along the rolling direction (RD) or the transverse direction (TD) of a rolled 

plate). The flow stress of {101̅2} twinning-predominant deformation is characterized by an S-

shaped curve, because twinning is easy but twins have a hard orientation. The activated twin 

variants mainly follow the Schmid law [13–15]. Tension twins reorient the lattice at about 86º, 

and the most favorable twin variant is oriented with <c> close to the compression direction. 

Although the equation of the threshold twin volume fraction can be adjusted to fit the S-shaped 

flow curve of {101̅2} twinning predominant deformation, its parameters have no physical 

meaning, resulting that stress increase is artificially controlled. The value of the 2 parameters 

controlling the threshold twin volume fraction depends on the twinning mode. For tension 

twinning in magnesium, the values Ath1 and Ath2 are high, in order to reproduce the stress plateau 

and slow hardening during twinning. But for {101̅1} twinning, the value are low in order to 

model the softening induced by compression twins [11,16]. 

Up to now, there are no detailed study investigating the effect of PTR parameters on the 

reproducibility of the deformation behavior, and in particular on the flow stress and texture 

evolution. This study aims to fill this gap and to investigate whether suitable parameters can 

allow to reproduce some complex twinning events. 

http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=5&SID=8DjkwBERNT8s8shOnCj&page=2&doc=12
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2. Experimental procedure 

2.1. Modeling background 

For this study, the numerical simulations are effected by the visco-plastic self-consistent (VPSC) 

model of Lebensohn and Tomé [3]. The model is applied to magnesium, but results can be 

extrapolated to other HCP materials undergoing extensive twinning. For Mg alloys, basal <a> 

({0001}<112̅0>), prismatic <a> ({101̅0}<112̅0>), and pyramidal <c+a> ({101̅1}<1̅1̅23>) slip 

are considered, as well as {101̅2}<1̅011> tension twinning and {101̅1}<101̅2̅> compression 

twinning. 

For both slip and twinning, the resolved shear stress, 𝜏𝛼, is the driving force for the shear rate, 

�̇�𝛼; and slip obeys the rate sensitive equation (1), 

�̇�𝛼 = �̇�0(
|𝑃𝛼:𝜎|

𝜏𝑐
𝛼 )𝑛 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑃𝛼: 𝜎) (1) 

Where 𝑃𝛼 is the Schmid tensor, �̇�0 = 1𝑠−1 is a reference shear rate, 𝜏𝛼 = 𝑃𝛼: 𝜎 is the resolved 

shear stress, 𝜏𝑐
𝛼 is the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) and m =1/n=0.05 is the strain-rate 

sensitivity parameter. 

Twinning follows the equation: 

�̇�𝛼 = {�̇�0 |
𝜏𝛼

𝜏𝑐
𝛼|

1

𝑚

0

       
𝜏𝛼 > 0
𝜏𝛼 < 0

 (2) 

To model twinning, the predominant twin reorientation scheme (PTR) is used [4]. In the PTR 

approach, within each grain g the program keeps in memory the shear strain 𝛾𝑡,𝑔 contributed by 

each twin system t, and the associated volume fraction 𝑉𝑡,𝑔=𝛾𝑡,𝑔/𝑆𝑡 (𝑆𝑡 is the characteristic twin 

shear of the twinning mode). The sum over all twin systems of a twin mode, and over all grains, 

represents the 'accumulated twin fraction' 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑐,𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 in the aggregate for the twin mode (it is the 

volume fraction that can be measured by EBSD). 

𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑐,𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 = ∑ ∑ 𝛾𝑡,𝑔

𝑆𝑡⁄𝑡𝑔  (3) 

In order to keep the number of grains constant, the PTR scheme adopts a statistical approach. At 

each step increment, some grains are fully reoriented into twin if the following condition is met. 

The volume associated with the fully reoriented grains for that mode is called 'effective twinned 

fraction' 𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒, and a threshold volume fraction is defined as: 

𝑉𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 = min (1 , 𝐴𝑡ℎ1 + 𝐴𝑡ℎ2 𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑐,𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒) (4) 

𝐴𝑡ℎ1 and 𝐴𝑡ℎ2 are the two artificial material constants whose effect will be investigated in the 

present study. After each deformation step a grain is randomly picked and the twin system with 
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the highest accumulated volume fraction is identified. If the latter is larger than the threshold 

𝑉𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 then the grain is reoriented into that twin orientation and 𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 and 𝑉𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 are 

updated. The random process is repeated until either all grains are checked or until the effective 

twin volume fraction exceeds the accumulated twin volume fraction. Then the program stops 

reorientation by twinning and continues to the next deformation step. This process results in two 

things: a) only the historically most active twin system in each grain is considered for reorienting 

the grain into twin; b) the twinned fraction is consistent with the shear activity that the twins 

contribute to deformation. The algorithm controlled by equation (4) prevents grain reorientation 

by twinning before that a threshold value 𝐴𝑡ℎ1 is accumulated in any twinning system (typically 

10-30% volume fraction) and rapidly increases the threshold to a value around 𝐴𝑡ℎ1 + 𝐴𝑡ℎ2 

(typically 50-80% volume fraction). 

The response of a polycrystal material is obtained by applying the self-consistent approach. 

Several linearization schemes have been proposed, and in the present study the Affine self-

consistent scheme is used. The Affine formulation was found to reproduce better the 

experimental behavior of magnesium alloys [17]. 

Table 1 
Material parameters inputs for the VPSC-PTR model. 

Mode basal prismatic <c+a> {101̅2} {101̅1} 

𝛕𝟎 = 𝛕𝐜 (MPa) 20 120 160 25 140* 

* If considered. 

The material parameters (i.e., the CRSS) used in the present study are given in Table 1, and are 

inspired by the CRSS determined for Mg alloy AZ31 [11]. The CRSS are kept constant so that 

the flow stress depends solely on the texture. Whether compression twinning {101̅1} is 

considered will be specified in each section. 

2.2. Material and experiments 

The material used for both experiments and simulations is a hot rolled and annealed 2h at 400ºC 

AZ31 alloy with a strong basal texture, with most c-axis almost parallel to the normal direction. 

The initial texture, discretized into 1000 grain orientations of equal volume fraction for 

simulations, is shown in figure 1. The initial texture was measured by EBSD. 

 
Fig. 1. Initial texture of hot rolled AZ31. 

Some samples RD10*TD8*ND7 mm were cut in the hot rolled plate and annealed. Compression 

was performed at 0.001 s-1  on a SHIMADZU AG-X50kN. Teflon and graphite were used as 
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lubricant in order to minimize friction and barreling. Then the deformed samples were cut in two 

in a plane containing the loading direction, and the surface was manually polished by carbon 

paper from 1000# to 4000#, and the commercial AC2 solution was used to final electro-

polishing. The voltage and current were 20V and about 0.05A, respectively. EBSD was 

performed on TESCAN VEGA. The accelerating voltage was 20kV, step size was 1μm and the 

scanned area was about 300*300μm. 

3. Simulated results 

3.1. Monotonic twin dominated deformation 

In order to investigate the effect of the parameters Ath1 and Ath2, the VPSC model with PTR was 

used to simulate the plastic deformation during uniaxial loading. Both crystallographic slip and 

deformation twinning participate to the deformation and texture evolution. The lattice re-

orientation induced by deformation twinning is dictated by the PTR scheme described 

previously. Only slip and {101̅2} tension twinning are considered in this section, and RD 

compression is modeled as a case example. 

Figure 2 shows for different Ath1 (Fig.2a-b) and different Ath2 (Fig.2c-d) the simulated flow stress 

(Fig.2a-c), accumulated twinned volume fraction (TVF) Vacc and effective TVF Veff (Fig.2b-d). 

As expected, Vacc is always bigger than or equal to Veff. The flow stress follows the same 

tendency as Veff, which means the texture rotation by slip is negligible compare to the texture re-

orientation by {101̅2} twinning. Ath1 determines the strain at which grains start to be re-oriented 

into twins, and so the flow stress starts to increase. Ath2 determines how quickly the threshold 

volume fraction increases, with low value Ath2 provoking a fast increase of Veff and of the flow 

stress, because of a slow increase of the threshold. Consequently, Ath2 determines the hardening 

rate associated with twinning exhaustion and the beginning of the deformation of twins. In other 

words, the higher are Ath1 and Ath2, the more delayed is the grain re-orientation into twin. The 

accumulated twin volume fraction increases linearly and independently of Ath1 and Ath2 at low 

strain, but at high strain it should be equal to Veff. The figure 2 also shows that the flow stress 

continues to increase slightly after all favorable grains are reoriented, that is to say when the Veff 

saturates. Major differences between Vacc and Veff are observed when Vacc+Veff≥1. The flow 

stress increase at high strain is due to grain rotation by slip toward harder orientations. Veff 

saturates at ～80%, obviously about 20% of the grains of the initial texture are not favorably 

oriented for tension twinning during this strain path. Ath1 and Ath2 influence the maximum twin 

volume fraction: because grains already reoriented into twins do not deform by {101̅2} twinning 

anymore, low Ath1 and Ath2 tends to decrease the Vacc. But high Ath1 and Ath2 (i.e. close to 1 or 

higher) tend to prevent grain reorientation into twins, resulting in slightly lower Veff but much 

higher Vacc. Actually, at high strain Ath1 and Ath2 hardly affect the effective twin volume fraction 

and the flow stress. 
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Fig. 2. VPSC simulation of RD compression (a) flow stress with different Ath1 and Ath2=0.1; (b) 

corresponding accumulated and effective TVF, (c) flow stress with Ath1=0.5 and different Ath2 and (d) 

corresponding TVF. 

Experimentally, at low strain, the tension twin fraction is proportional to the strain; so that 

twinning occurs at the yield point as has been confirmed by acoustic emission and digital-image 

correlation experiments [18]. Heterogeneous deformation happens during yielding, and twins 

easily propagate from grain to grain, resulting in ‘cross-boundary twins’, and a ‘Lüders-like yield 

elongation’ is observed [19,20]. Consequently, some sample-areas are free of twins, whereas 

some other areas are full of ‘cross-boundary twins’. During plastic deformation, {101̅2} 

twinning generate grain subdivision, lattice reorientation, and accommodation of strain along the 

<c> axis [13,21–23]. If one wants to fit the texture evolution, it will be judicious to choose low 

values Ath1 and Ath2, mainly at low strain. If one wants to fit the stress-strain curves, generally 

high values Ath1 and Ath2 are required [24]. 

3.2. Strain path change 

Forming operations often produce severe strain path changes which modeling is challenging. In 

order to investigate whether the PTR can reproduce both the expected flow stress and the texture 

during a complex strain path change, several experiments and simulations are presented in this 

section. Pre-compression along RD to ε=3% and subsequent compression along TD is shown in 
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figure 3a; the texture evolution has been tracked by EBSD. Primary {101̅2} tension twins are 

formed during the RD pre-compression, and generate the texture component with <c> close to 

RD (hereafter simply denoted <c>//RD). After TD compression, in grains already twinned both 

new twins and secondary twins {101̅2}-{101̅2} will appear in the matrix and in the primary 

twins, respectively. These new twins result in the formation of the texture component <c>// TD, 

while the intensity of the components <c>//ND and <c>//RD decreases progressively. 

 
Fig. 3. Experimental flow stress and texture evolution during RDc3-TDc5. 

For simplicity in this section, simulations were executed considering only slip and tension 

twinning with Ath1=0.7 and Ath2=0.1. Several pre-compression strains along RD are modeled: 3, 5 

and 10%; followed by TD compression. The total deformation path will be called thereafter 

RDc3TDc, RDc5TDc and RDc10TDc, respectively. Simulated results, showing the stress strain 

curves, the twin volume fraction evolutions, and the textures, are shown in figures 4. It is 

important to note that a complex strain path can be input for the simulations, so not only the 

texture but also the activity and twin volume fraction of each variant are kept into memory at the 

beginning of the second deformation. 

For the 3 cases examined, the yield stress at re-loading is relatively low and corresponds to twin 

dominated deformation. The sharp increases of flow stress are correlated with sharp increases of 

the effective twin volume fraction Veff. Meanwhile, Veff has similar trend in the three cases: no 

twins below 3% strain, a rapid increase with further strain (whatever strain is along RD or TD), 

and then slower increase, which is even a plateau in RDc10TDc, a second sharp increase after 

about 4% of TD compression, and a final saturation. The maximum TVF is the highest for 

RDc10TDc, and the lowest for RDc3TDc. The figures 4b-c-d show the relationship between the 

effective twin volume fraction (Veff) and the corresponding texture at different strains. After the 

last twinning events, the texture is similar in the three samples, with <c> close to TD (<c>//TD) 

and a total disappearance of the texture components <c> close to RD and ND. The texture is 
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unchanged after 3% RD compression, because of the high value of Ath1 . For a pre-strain 3% (Fig. 

4b), between 3 to 5%, the predicted texture evolution shows an unreliable trend: a <c>//RD 

component appears. This is because the VPSC kept in memory a high volume fraction of twin 

variants activated during RDc, and so reorient the grain into these variants during re-loading. 

This behavior can be understand reminding that the twin volume fraction is tracked during the 

whole deformation. After RDc3%, in some grains favorably oriented, the most activated twin 

variant accounted for about 50%, such grains will be reoriented with <c> close to RD even if 

other variants are activated during TD compression. Then, between 8 to 9% strain this grains 

oriented <c>//RD undergo secondary twinning and the texture <c>//TD predominates. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. (a) Flow stress (symbols) and effective twin volume fraction (line), texture development and twin 

volume fraction (accumulated and effective) vs strain corresponding to (b) RDC3TDC15, (c) 

RDC5TDC15, and (d) RDC10TDC15. 

When the pre-strain is 5% (fig. 4c), the <c>//RD component is created before ε=5%, but 

strengthen until ε=8%: similarly as in RDc3TDc, some grains had a high volume fraction of 
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twins with <c>//RD but have not been reoriented during the pre-compression, so they reorient 

when their total twin volume fraction increased (i.e. during TDc), but reorient into the 

predominant variant <c>//RD. After that, as TD compression continue, these re-oriented grains 

can twin again and will lately re-orient into <c>//TD. 

The texture evolution for the RDc10TDc (fig 4d) corresponds to what is expected, with twins 

with <c> close to RD after pre-compression that deform by secondary twinning during TD 

compression; except that between 10% and 13% total strain some grains, whose parent 

orientation was tilted between ND and RD, seem to be re-oriented close to RD. During the TD 

compression, reoriented grains re-twin and re-orient when their twin volume fraction is high 

enough (at about Vacc=Ath1+Ath2=0.8). 

We can extrapolate that during RDc1TDc, the twin volume fraction of the most favorable variant 

would be much less than 50%, and so all grains will be reoriented into twins with <c>//TD 

directly. 

3.3. Detwinning 

Figure 5 shows an example of strain path change promoting twinning and detwinning: pre-

compression along RD to ε≈3% followed by ND compression. Because the sample sides were 

not parallel anymore, the experimental flow stress at reloading is not reliable and we cannot see 

at what flow stress detwinning happens. The texture change is however obvious and the <c>//RD 

component disappeared after ND compression to ε≈3%. 

 
Fig. 5. stress-strain curve and texture after RDc3-NDc3. 

When the strain path change provokes a migration of the twin boundary fraction so that the twin 

volume fraction decreases and the parent grain fraction increases, detwinning happens. Tension 

twins in magnesium are easily subject to detwinning, which has been considered to happen at 

lower stress than twin nucleation [25], but simulation studies conducted with the elasto-visco-

plastic self-consistent model with twining de-twining scheme (EVPSC-TDT) have shown that 
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the driving force for twinning and detwinning are similar, i.e., the CRSS is the same [26]. 

Whether the driving force has to be applied to the twin or the matrix is undefined, however in the 

TDT model, twin growth or twin shrinkage are modeled to happen in both the matrix and the 

twin. When the deformation is modeled, often all the twin variants have the same CRSS, so 

inside the twin a variant close to the matrix orientation may be activated instead of the variant 

corresponding to the matrix, so the simulated texture may change a little. It is important to note 

that in the VPSC-PTR, twin shrinkage cannot happen in not re-oriented parent grains, even if the 

twin volume fraction is positive. In this section, two strain path changes will be considered: first 

RD compression followed by ND compression; second RD compression followed by RD 

tension. Note that the second correspond to reverse loading. Once again, compression twinning is 

not considered (inactive). 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. (a) Flow stress (symbols) combined with effective twin volume fraction (line); texture evolution 

combined with accumulated and effective twin volume fractions for (b) RDc5-NDC and (c) RDc10NDc. 
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Figure 6 shows the simulated flow stress, twin volume fractions (Veff and Vacc), and predicted 

texture evolution during RD pre-compression to different strain followed by ND compression. 

Again, Ath1=0.7 and Ath2=0.1 in all this section. When RD pre-compression is less or equal 5%, 

only a fraction of the grains deforming by twinning are re-oriented, and Veff<Vacc. As ND 

compression proceed, the total Vacc continues to increase, but only grains re-oriented into twins 

can re-twin and be re-oriented into <c> close to ND. In RDc10NDc, most (80%) of the original 

grains are re-oriented into twins and Vacc=Veff after RD pre-compression, so during the 

subsequent ND compression all re-oriented grains close to RD should deform by twinning and 

reorient into orientations <c>//ND. Whether this secondary twin variant corresponds to the 

orientation of the initial matrix cannot be ascertain, because slip occurred in both matrix and 

twin, so the final texture cannot be exactly the initial one. But in compression 1 or 2 twin 

variants have a Schmid factor much higher than the other, so the variant activated during ND 

recompression is likely to correspond to the matrix, or is close to its orientation. Moreover, it can 

be seen that a very few grains re-orient at the beginning of ND compression (certainly into 

orientations <c> close to RD). The twin volume fraction continues to increase beyond 10% ND 

compression, certainly due to the component <c> close to RD that remains even after a total 

strain ε=20%. Considering the phenomenon observed during strain path change in section 3.2, 

such un-reoriented parent grains were wrongly reoriented into <c>//RD during ND compression. 

Another observation is that when Vacc=Veff, the threshold is high, so grains are slowly reoriented, 

whereas when Vacc>Veff, such as in RDc5NDc, the reorientation by secondary twinning (or 

detwinning) is achieved at relatively low strain (5% NDc). In summary, detwinning can be better 

modeled when 0<Veff<Vacc, but the texture is reliable when Veff=Vacc. 

Reverse loading and detwinning are illustrated by RD compression followed by RD tension in 

figure 7. When RD pre-compression is 3% (RDc3RDt), no grains are re-oriented into twins 

during the pre-compression, so the behavior is the same as if tension was directly applied. A few 

grains, whose orientation is certainly far from the basal texture, deform by twinning and are re-

oriented during tension. After RD tension, the distribution of the basal pole is unchanged, but 

{101̅0} aligns with the tensile direction, due to prismatic slip [27]. When RD pre-compression is 

5 or 10%, some grains are re-oriented into twins with c//RD. During the subsequent tension, 

these grains deform by twinning. Theoretically, the 6 variants should be almost equally activated 

during RD tension, so the secondary twins should spread in the ND-TD plane, as was observed 

during ND tension in [11]. But clearly one variant has an advantage, and it corresponds to the 

orientation of the initial matrix, so the initial texture is almost recovered. Because of slip that 

happened in RDc10, the texture after RDc10RDc10 results from the selection of a twin variant 

that may be different than the matrix and <c> spreads a little in ND-TD plane. In RDc5RDt 

detwinning is complete after 5% tension, whereas in RDc10RDt detwinning is achieved only 

after 10% tension. Once again, simulated results are closer to experimental expectation when 

0<Veff<Vacc. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Flow stress and effective twin volume fraction (TVF), texture evolution combined with 

accumulated and effective twin volume fraction in (b) RDc3RDt10, (c) RDc5RDt10 and (d) 

RDc10RDt10. 

3.4. Double and tertiary twinning 

During <c> axis compression, typically during ND compression, {101̅1} twins are observed at 

relatively high strain (~5%) and immediately endure a subsequent {101̅2} twin, forming the 

well-known double twins {101̅1}-{101̅2}, which are generally misoriented 38º with the parent 

lattice [28,29]. It is important to note that such double twins are not predicted correctly by self-

consistent models [23]: contraction twins can deform easily by basal slip or another tension twin 

variant may be predicted. Only CPFEM can predict the occurrence of the observed twin variant 
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[23]. During in-plane compression, tension twins reorient totally the texture, and then 

compression twinning happens, so that tertiary twins {10-12}-{10-11}-{10-12} are observed 

above ~10% strain [30]. The VPSC-PTR can allow or prevent grains to undergo multiple 

twinning events: as previously secondary twinning is allowed. 

In this section, {101̅1} compression twinning is considered (τc
{101̅1}

=140 MPa, Ath1=0.1 and 

Ath2=0.1) in addition to the other deformation modes. ND compression is simulated, and the 

simulated results are shown in figures 8. 

 
 

Fig. 8. simulated ND compression (a) flow stress, {101̅2} tensile twin and {101̅1} compression twin 

volume fractions, (b) texture evolution and TVF vs true plastic strain. 

During ND compression simulations, {101̅1} compression twinning is first activated, and grains 

start to be re-oriented into compression twins after ~1% strain, due to the low Vth. After ε=5% 

some grains, certainly some primary compression twins, start to be re-oriented into {101̅2} 

twins. Compression twins are misoriented 64º with the matrix, and generate the two texture 

components with <c> tilted ~50º between ND and RD. Double twins do not generate another 

new texture component, but are slightly tilted between ND and RD, so that a (0001) texture with 

a double peaks close to ND slightly tilted toward RD is quickly generated and persists. 

According to simulation results, both the {101̅1} and {101̅2} twin volume fractions continuously 

increase until ε≈0.4. Because 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑐,{101̅1} continuously increases, it is clear that the {101̅1}-

{101̅2} twins deform by compression twinning. It seems that during the deformation, all grains 

are re-oriented into compression twins, and then re-oriented into tension twins, but further 

multiple twinning events (i.e. reorientations) are forbidden. Secondary twinning is allowed in the 

program; however tertiary twinning is considered as a deformation mode but does not result as a 

grain reorientation. 

It can be extrapolated (results not shown for simplicity) that {101̅2}-{101̅1}-{101̅2} tertiary 

twinning which is expected to occurs during TD or other in-plane compression cannot be 

modeled: grains re-orient into {101̅2} twins, then into {101̅2}-{101̅1}, and then even if 

𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑐,{101̅2} and 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑐,{101̅1} increase, no further re-orientation can happen. 
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4. Discussion 

The parameters controlling the threshold twin volume fraction Ath1 and Ath2 are generally fixed to 

reproduce the S-shape of the stress strain curve, but they should be physically connected: if twins 

are harder than the matrix and do not deform by slip until twinning exhaustion, such as tension 

twins in Mg, the value Ath1 should be high. If twins are softer than the matrix and deform, such as 

compression twins, the value Ath1 should be low. But the right texture can be reproduced by the 

simulations only when the accumulated twin volume fraction Vacc is equal to the effective TVF 

Veff. The section 3.1 has shown that Vacc=Veff after a critical strain or after twinning exhaustion if 

0<Ath1+Ath2<1. Only the TDT model can reproduce both the flow stress and the texture evolution 

during tension twin dominated deformation [11]. The TDT model has been developped mainly to 

simulate twinning followed by detwinning [10]. Recently, secondary twinning was included in a 

modified version of the TDT model [12], but a PTR approach was necessary for the secondary 

twins to avoid dealing with too many secondary twin variants and an extended computation time. 

The previous simulated results, compared with what is expected based on experimental results, 

show that the PTR can actually predict the expected texture in some cases, but fails under certain 

conditions. In particular, the PTR can predict the expected texture in the following cases: 

-When Veff=Vacc and there is no grain with a total twin volume fraction higher than 50% but not 

reoriented into twins. This has been shown by strain path change simulations; for example 

RDc5-TDc contained some grains un-reoriented after RD compression but with a high twin 

volume fraction, resulting in a wrong texture evolution during the subsequent TD compression. 

On the opposite in RDc10-TDc twinned grains were all reoriented so the texture was well 

predicted. Detwinning could also be reasonably simulated provided that the same conditions are 

fulfilled. 

-At high strain, but only when 1 variant largely predominates on the others, such as in 

compression. Simulations with the TDT model have shown that during TD compression the 

predominant twin variant (with the highest Schmid factor) accounts for 60% of the twinning, and 

the second most active variant accounts for only 30% [11]. 

-At high strain after a strain path change, when grains, even with complex twinning history, are 

re-oriented toward their final orientation. 

On the opposite, the VPSC-PTR fails to predict the expected texture evolution in the following 

cases: 

 -At low strain, when Veff<Vacc, that is to say before enough grains with twins be re-oriented into 

twins. This problem can be solved by fixing adequately Ath1 and Ath2. 

-During strain path change, when some grains have a high twin volume fraction but have not 

been re-oriented. They later re-orient into the ‘wrong’ twin variant. This problem was shown 

during RDc3-TDc and RDc5-TDc. 

- In tension along ND or along the <c> axis of the grains, it has been shown [11] that the most 

activated twin variant represented only 25% of the twins; and the other variants were well 
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represented. This resulted in a fiber texture with <c> perpendicular to ND, well predicted by the 

TDT model, whereas the PTR predicted a nearly basal texture with <c>//RD. 

5. Conclusion 

The VPSC-PTR was used to simulate the flow stress and texture change associated with 

twinning. Experiments were made to show and understand the expected texture evolution. The 

following conclusions were reached: 

1. The parameters controlling the threshold twin volume fraction Ath1 and Ath2 both delay re-

orientation into twin, so that high values allows more twinning to occur without texture change. 

In the case of tension twinning, high Ath1 and Ath2 also delay the flow stress increase. 

2. Secondary twinning, double twinning and detwinning may be reproduced with the inaccuracy 

and low computational cost permitted by the PTR. 

3. Texture can be simulated successfully during a strain path change, but only if highly twinned 

grains were reoriented into twins at reloading and when the texture is simulated. 

4. The behavior during detwinning can also be reproduced if enough grains were allowed to re-

orient before the reverse loading. 

5. The PTR can better reproduce the texture in compression than in tension, because in tension 

along the <c> axis all variants are equally stressed. 
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